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starts in an ordinary summer day for most of the characters.Q: Manipulating labels in a listbox, and coloring text I'm trying to
figure out how to make labels in a listbox, and some of the labels should have different color. I tried to create a list of items with
the labels in it, and then set it up in the listbox as a subitem, but then the subitems show as text, and I can't find a way to make it
show as labels. I found several examples of how to make it show as labels (and I got it to show as labels), but I can't figure out
how to make the text of some of the labels have a different color. Can anybody please help me? A: When you are binding the

ListBox to the list of labels it will work. Here is the code: private void frmSub() { List list = new List(); list.Add("This is
label1"); list.Add("This is label2"); list.Add("This is label3"); list.Add(" 82157476af
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